System Area Networks (SANs) 
Introduction
Network-based parallel processing using commodity components, such as personal computers, has received attention as an important parallel-computing environment [16] [21] [5] [17] . System Area Network (SAN), which consists of switches connected with point-to-point links, is one of the crucial components of such an environment. Unlike Local Area Networks (LANs), wormhole or virtual cut-through is used in SANs for low-latency direct-communication. When such methods are used, deadlock-free routings are required. On the other hand, unlike interconnection networks used in massively parallel computers, SANs usually accept irregular topologies, because connection flexibility and robustness are preferred over the uniformity of interconnection networks. The irregularity of interconnection introduces difficulty on guarantee of connectivity and deadlock-free packet transfer.
Thus, spanning tree-based routings [11] [6] [12] [2] which use the connectivity and acyclicity of tree structure have been received attention as practical solutions. Up*/down* routing used in both Autonet [11] and Myrinet [16] is the most popular and fundamental technique in such spanning tree-based routings. It allocates the direction (up or down) to each channel, and prohibits packet transfer from the down direction to the up direction in order to guarantee deadlockfree.
Although up*/down* routing is simple and easy to implement, it has two major problems: (1) it must accept a number of non-minimal paths in most cases, and (2) it tends to unbalance network links. To address these problems, improved routing methods, most of which make the use of additional virtual channels or buffers, have been recently proposed [18] [19] [9] [7] [13] . In the background of appearing such routing strategies, switching fabrics in recent SANs [20] [5] [17] have a sufficient amount of hardware for a limited number of virtual channels [3] or extra buffers for packets.
On the contrary, even in recent switching fabrics, deterministic routings are preferred over adaptive routings because of the following advantages: (1) deterministic routings guarantee in-order packet delivery; (2) high-speed switching fabrics can be implemented, because packet control is simple; (3) routing errors of packets can be easily detected.
In this paper, we propose a deadlock-free deterministic routing called descending layers (DL) routing, which can be applied to networks with a limited number of virtual channels. In order to reduce both non-minimal paths and traffic congestion, the network is divided into layers of subnetworks with the same topology using virtual channels, and a large number of paths across multiple sub-networks are established. It is implemented on a real PC cluster, RHiNET-2 (Real World Computing Partnership High Performance Network) [21] , and a prototype with 64 hosts is available at Keio University.
The following sections are organized as follows. In Section 2, up*/down* routing is introduced with its problems. In Section 3, the DL routings is proposed, and implementation and evaluation on the RHiNET-2 cluster are described in Section 4. In Section 5, evaluation results with a flit level simulator are shown. In Section 6, advanced related work is described and compared with the DL routing, and in Section 7, the conclusion is presented.
Up*/Down* Routing
Up*/down* routing is based on an assignment of direction to network channels [11] . As a basis of the assignment, a spanning tree whose node (also called vertex) corresponds to a switch in the network is built. A traditional algorithm to build it is the breadth-first search (BFS) used in Autonet [11] .
After building the BFS spanning tree, the "up" end of each channel is defined as follows: (1) the end whose node is closer to the root in the spanning tree; (2) the end whose node has the lower unique identifier (UID), if both ends are at the nodes in the same tree level. The restriction on up*/down* routing is simple: a legal path must traverse zero or more channels in the up direction followed by zero or more channels in the down direction. Thus, the up*/down* rule prohibits any packet transfer from the down direction to the up direction.
Since no cycles are formed among paths with the above restriction, it guarantees deadlock-free routing while still allowing all hosts to be reached. However, up*/down* routing uses a number of non-minimal paths which consume more network resources than minimal paths, thus degrades the throughput. Furthermore, up*/down* routing tends to cause an unbalanced traffic because each prohibited turn always pairs with the opposite one in two links. For example, as shown in Figure 1 , a pair of prohibited turns is formed at switch B and three pairs are formed at switch A. Such prohibited turns lead packets to the root direction, and the heavy traffic around the root causes a congestion which degrades the total throughput.
Descending Layers (DL) Routing
In this section, we propose a novel deterministic routing called descending layers (DL) for using virtual channels to increase minimal paths and relax the traffic congestion.
The DL routing is composed of the following steps.
1. Divide the target network into layers of sub-networks with the same topology.
2. Impose conditions to avoid deadlocks.
3. Select deterministic paths.
Dividing the Network into Sub-networks
The target network is divided into layers of sub-networks with the same topology numbered 0 to (n − 1) by using virtual channels, where n is the number of virtual channels per physical channel. The sub-network is a virtual network whose topology is the same as that of the target network. Figure 2 shows an example of the layers of sub-networks when using three virtual channels. Since virtual channels with different numbers are assigned into different subnetworks, no virtual channels are shared with different subnetworks.
Avoiding Deadlocks
First, restrictions of routing in each sub-network are decided enough to satisfy deadlock-free as long as every packet is routed inside the sub-network. In addition, routing restrictions in the sub-network 0 are decided under the condition to keep the connectivity of the sub-network 0 between each pair of switches.
In order to impose the routing restrictions in each subnetwork, various deadlock-free routings [11] [6] [12] [2] or conditions can be used. Here, simple algorithms based on the up*/down* routing and L-turn routing [12] [2] are selected as restrictions in sub-networks.
(UD)* The simplest algorithm-(UD)*-uses up*/down* routing as long as a packet is routed inside a subnetwork. Thus, a packet must not be transferred from a down channel to an up channel without switching sub-networks.
(UD-DU)* In an even-numbered sub-network, a packet must not be transferred from a down channel to an up channel without switching sub-networks. On the other hand, in an odd-numbered sub-network, a packet must not be transferred from an up channel to a down channel without switching sub-networks.
UD-(DU)*
In the sub-network 0, a packet must not be transferred from a down channel to an up channel like up*/down* routing. On the other hand, in the other sub-networks, a packet must not be transferred from an up channel to a down channel without switching sub-networks.
(L-turn)* (L-turn)* is the same as the (UD)* except that Lturn routing is used for packet transfer without switching sub-networks. L-turn routing is a deadlock-free adaptive routing by identifying and analyzing cycles on a two-dimensional graph, and achieves better performance compared with up*/down* routing [12] [2].
Notice that packet transfer across sub-networks is beyond the scope of the restrictions because the restrictions work for packet transfer only within a sub-network.
Second, in order to prevent deadlocks across subnetworks, packet transfer to a sub-network with a larger number is prohibited.
Selecting Deterministic Paths
A single path between every pair of switches is searched under the above restrictions in the target network topology. Since the routing algorithm used in the sub-network 0 guarantees the connectivity, there is at least a path between each pair of switches in any topology 1 .
Since non-minimal paths consume larger amount of network resources than minimal paths, minimal paths should be selected as possible. Thus, the only shortest paths among alternative paths are used in the DL routing. Moreover, in order to avoid redundant changes of sub-networks, the path goes across sub-networks only when the output direction doesn't satisfy the restrictions to remain in the sub-network. A procedure of the shortest-path search is as follows, where n is the number of sub-networks, and v is initialized to (n − 1).
1. Search paths between each pair of switches under the rules of the DL routing, when the sub-network v is used at the source. Then, paths across all sub-networks are available in the search.
2. Search the paths, of which the same length as the paths in Step 1, under the rules of the DL routing, when the sub-network (v − 1) is used at the source.
Repeat
Step 2 with v ← (v − 1) until no legal paths are found in Step 2 or until the search, that uses the sub-network 0 at the source, is done.
Select a single path by a certain policy[6] [14]
2 , when multiple shortest paths are found between a pair of switches.
In this paper, such a policy, which chooses a path among alternative paths between each pair of switches, is called "path selection algorithm". A path selection algorithm is commonly required when an adaptive routing is implemented as a deterministic routing. For example, up*/down* routing originally proposed as an adaptive routing is changed into a deterministic routing in Myrinet [16] [6] . A path selection algorithm influences performance, because welldistributed paths can remove the congestion around the hot spot [14] .
The simplest path selection algorithm is the random selection. Another simple one selects a path for the port with the smaller port-ID when more than two channels are available in a switch. In this paper, this policy is called "low-port first". However, the above path selection algorithms possibly select a path to congestion points even if there exist alternative paths which can avoid it. To mitigate this problem, Sancho et al. propose the algorithm using a static analysis of routing paths [6] . However, it does not consider on virtual channels, since its target is up*/down* routing for Myrinet without virtual channels. Considering the influence of virtual channels, we proposed four path selection algorithms based on such static analysis of routing paths [14] . Consequently, in order to determine paths, we select one of various path selection algorithms in the DL routing, and its impact is described in Section 5.
Properties of the DL Routing Theorem 1
The DL routing is deadlock-free.
Proof:
1. No cyclic dependency is formed within each subnetwork because a packet must follow the restrictions for deadlock-free as long as transferred in a subnetwork.
2. No cyclic dependency is formed across sub-networks because a packet is passed between sub-networks only in the descending order.
Therefore, the DL routing is deadlock-free. The DL routing has the following advantages compared with deterministic up*/down* routing.
The Length of Paths Up*/down* routing must use a number of non-minimal paths so as not to create cycles among physical channels in most cases. On the other hand, by switching sub-networks, the DL routing breaks cycles among virtual channels and allows some cycles among physical channels. Thus, the DL routing takes shorter paths than up*/down* routing. Figure 3 is the example of deterministic routings from h to o.
As shown in Figure 3 , up*/down* routing requires seven hops for the packet to reach the destination (h→e→b→a→d→g →k→o). Whereas the DL routing that uses the (UD)* with two sub-networks handles the same routing in five hops (h→(1)→m→(0)→j→(0)→g→(0)→k→ (0)→o). The parenthesized number indicates the sub-network in which the packet is being transferred. Moreover with three sub-networks, the path is further reduced to four hops (h→(2)→m→(1) →j→(1)→n→(0)→o). The example shows the effectiveness of the DL routing to use subnetworks for shortening the path.
Traffic Balance
In up*/down* routing, the traffic tends to concentrate around the root, since it relies on the connectivity and acyclicity of a spanning tree. On the other hand, the DL routing allows more freedom in path selection. In effect, the traffic is distributed by using an efficient path selection algorithm. Figure 4 compares the traffic distribution of the DL routing that uses the (UD)* with that of up*/down* routing. In Figure 4 , bold arrows show the paths for all pairs of switches except the root and the leaf. Figure 4 illustrates that up*/down* routing concentrates the paths around the root. On the other hand, the DL routing distributes the path more uniformly by selecting paths randomly or using the static analysis of routing paths [6] [14] . The example shows the effectiveness of the DL routing to use sub-networks for relaxing the congestion.
Performance Evaluation Through the RHiNET-2 Cluster
Although a large of routing methods for SANs have been proposed, a few of them are implemented and evaluated on real systems. However, simulation results may differ from that of real PC clusters, since hosts, and network interfaces used in the simulation are usually simplified for achieving enough simulation speed. In this section, the DL routing and up*/down* routing are implemented and evaluated on a real PC cluster called RHiNET-2 [20] [10].
Execution Environment

The RHiNET-2 Cluster
Real World Computing Partnership (RWCP) carried out a research project called RHiNET [21] for establishing highend system area networks coordinate with Hitachi Co. Ltd. and Keio University. RHiNET is designed not only for dedicated clusters but also parallel computing environments using personal computers distributed within one or more floors of a building.
The RHiNET-2 cluster with 64 hosts, that is a prototype of such systems shown in Figure 5 , consists of hosts with specially designed network interfaces (RHiNET-2/NI) and switches (RHiNET-2/SW) connected with 8Gbit/sec optical interconnects [10] . Table 1 shows specifications of the host consisting of commodity components. It is put into a common personal computer with 64bit/66MHz PCI bus. Martini is an ASIC chip which manages fundamental zero-copy communications only with a hard-wired logic including complicated processing for address conversion and memory protection. It also provides a core processor compatible to MIPS3000 for exceptional processing. Martini is fabricated by Hitachi Device Development Center using 0.14µm CMOS embedded array technology. Martini provides two types of communication primitives. One is a remote DMA transfer for high-bandwidth communication: PUSH (remote write)/PULL (remote read). It is initiated when a data item is written into the kick address. The other is a PIO-based transfer for low-latency communication. Since latency of address conversion or DMA setup cannot be ignored for a small-sized DMA transfer, the PIObased transfer is suitable for sending a small-sized data. at bit-error-rate (BER). In addition, the error detection and correction are done with ECC attached to each flit. Thus, a reliable communication with 200 m cable is guaranteed in the RHiNET-2 cluster. The detail of the RHiNET-2 cluster and its performance are shown in [10] .
RHiNET-2/SW
Routing Implementation
RHiNET-2/SW originally supports only a simple deadlockfree deterministic routing called the modified structured channel [20] , which is one of algorithms based on structured buffer pools [15] [8] . In this method, a packet stored in the virtual network i is transferred to the virtual network (i + 1) when the switch provides branch links.
RHiNET-2/SW uses table look-up manner, in which a packet finds its output channel by referring a routing table provided at each switch. At table reference, only destination tag is indexed to get output port (physical channel). On the other hand, the difference between a number of output and input virtual channels indexes with both input port and output port. As mentioned before, sixteen virtual channels are provided in RHiNET-2/SW. Eight of them numbered from 0 to 7 are used for data-transfer packets, while the rest numbered from 8 to 15 are used for system control packets. Both types of channels use the same routing table.
Since the routing mechanism in RHiNET-2/SW is simple, it can accepts various topologies and routing algorithms by rewriting the routing table. Each switch is equipped with a simple control processor, and the data of routing table is loaded from the processor at initialization. Since the RHiNET-2 cluster uses optical cables, it is possible to change its connection topology manually, and we tried three topologies shown in Figure 5 . Four ports of each switch are connected with hosts, and remaining ports are connected to other switches if required.
Here, the DL routing with the (UD)* restriction, that uses the BFS spanning tree with the root 0, is implemented using two virtual channels 3 shown in Figure 5 . Then, it takes minimal paths when there are two virtual channels in three topologies shown in Figure 5 . For both distribution of paths and easy packet tracing, we use a path selection algorithm that allocates different paths to different hosts when multiple paths are found between a pair of switches. The influence of path selection algorithms is minutely evaluated with the simulation and shown in Section 5. For the comparison, a deterministic up*/down* routing with the same In Topology A and B, up*/down* routing must accept some non-minimal paths, while the DL routing takes minimal paths. On the other hand, both take minimal paths in the mesh topology. Other complicated topologies and larger network sizes are evaluated with a simulation and shown in Section 5.
Measures
We use the following measures for evaluations: latency of barrier synchronization on 64 hosts, and the average bandwidth of each routing algorithm, which are crucial primitives for supporting parallel processing. The former is the average execution time of NIC-based barrier synchronization with all hosts using PIO-based communication on 100,000 trials. The latter is the average bandwidth of each routing algorithm under the condition that each host injects repeatedly 2KByte-data packets using PUSH primitive as short interval as possible. Thus, the bandwidth of each routing algorithm is equal to its throughput. The typical traffic patterns -bit reversal, matrix transpose, butterfly, and complement [8] are used. Table 2 shows the average execution time of barrier synchronization of two routing algorithms. In the synchronization, the PIO-based communication generates a large number of small packets that cause a network congestion. As shown in Table 2 , the DL routing achieves up to 29% improvement on the average execution time on Topology A and B, in which the DL routing and up*/down* routing take different path hops. On the other hand, on the mesh in which both take minimal paths, the execution time of DL routing is close to that of up*/down* routing. Therefore, reducing non-minimal paths, that consume larger network resources, is a main factor of the latency improvement of the DL routing. Table 3 shows bandwidth of two routing algorithms under the typical traffic patterns. When data size is 2 KByte, the RHiNET-2 cluster provides 206.55 MByte maximum bandwidth between two hosts without congestion [10] . As shown in Table 3 , the DL routing achieves up to 137.26 MByte, that is smaller than the above bandwidth because of the packet congestion. Nevertheless, the DL routing improves up to 33% on bandwidth compared with up*/down* routing. Thus, the DL routing is also efficient for increasing bandwidth in the RHiNET-2 cluster.
Execution Results
Performance Evaluation Through the Flit Level Simulator
In order to analyze the impact of the DL routing in complicated topologies and large network sizes, the DL routing and up*/down* routing are evaluated on a flit-level simulation.
Simulation Environment
Parameter
A flit-level simulator written in C++ was developed for analysis. Topology, network size, and packet length are selected just by changing parameters. Like real switches with eight ports, such as, RHiNET-2/SW [20] and Myrinet M3F-SW8/M3F-SW8M[1], a switching fabric is assumed to provide eight bi-directional ports. Four ports are used [8] , and hosts inject a packet independently of each other. A header flit transfer requires at least three clocks, that is, one for routing, one for transferring a flit from an input channel to output channel through a crossbar, and the rest for transferring the flit to the next switch or host. The model is simple compared with the operation in RHiNET-2/SW. Nevertheless, it is useful for larger systems and complicated topologies because more exact modeling of modern switching fabrics consumes a huge simulation time.
Other parameters are set as shown in Table 4 . Virtual cut-through
Deterministic Routings
The DL routing uses the four types of restrictions ((UD)*, (UD-DU)*, DU-(UD)*, and (L-turn)*) to investigate the impact of deadlock-free algorithms in each sub-network. When multiple paths between a pair of switches are found in the DL routing or up*/down* routing, a path selection algorithm-low-port first, Sancho's algorithm, or high physical-channel first [14] -determines one. Advanced deterministic routings [19] [9] [7] are not included in our evaluation, since they may require buffer at hosts, more than three virtual channels to complete implementation on any irregular topology, or different network architecture. They will be qualitatively compared in Section 6. Adaptive routings are also out of our focus, since targets of the DL routing are networks like RHiNET [20] which do not support adaptive routings.
In the simulation, up*/down* routing, which originally does not require virtual channels, uses the same number of virtual channels as the DL routing as follows. At intermediate switches, up*/down* routing doesn't change virtual channels. On the other hand, at the source, alternative paths with different virtual channels are available, and each path selection algorithm selects a single path at initialization.
Both the DL routing and up*/down* routing need to build a spanning tree to assign the up or down direction to each network channel. Here, we use the Autonet algorithm [11] to build the spanning tree. In the Autonet algorithm, the switch with unique identifier (UID) zero is chosen as the root and the order of the BFS is used to add links into a tree [11] .
Simulation Results
Preliminaries
In order to compare simulation results with execution results in the RHiNET-2 cluster, we preliminarily evaluate the DL routing and up*/down* routing, that use the same set-the BFS spanning tree, two virtual channels, and path distribution-as ones in Section 4, on Topology A, B, and the mesh shown in Figure 5 . Table 3 and 5 show that the DL routing improves the throughput/bandwidth compared with up*/down* routing.
As shown in Table 3 and 5, the DL routing in the simulation achieves larger improvement than that in the RHiNET-2 cluster. The packet interval of the RHiNET-2 cluster includes the processing time (e.g. the DMA transfer to memory and the generation of an acknowledge packet) at each host. Thus, we consider that the effect of routing algorithms is enhanced compared with one in the RHiNET-2 cluster. The absolute values are different from those in Table 3 , however, the tendency of simulation results is similar to the execution results in the RHiNET-2 cluster. Table 6 shows the average throughput in 10 different irregular topologies, and its standard deviation (SD). Throughput, that is the maximum amount of accepted traffic [8] , is the most important metric of routing algorithm in SANs. In Table 6 , "Up*/Down*(Sancho's one)" represents up*/down* routing with the Sancho's algorithm, and "DL ((UD)*, high p-ch first)" represents the DL routing with the (UD)* that selects a single path between each pair of switches using the policy of high physical-channel first. Table 7 shows the analysis result of the average path hops. Table 6 shows that each DL routing achieves higher throughput than up*/down* routing with the same path selection algorithm, because it reduces the average hops of packets compared with up*/down* routing as shown in Table 7. Notice that, as shown in Table 7 , the average hops of packets are not related to the path selection algorithm because it selects a single path among alternative paths which have the same hops. In particular, the DL routing with Sancho's algorithm or high physical-channel first increases its advantage on throughput. Since each DL routing without a path selection algorithm has the larger number of alternative paths between each pair of switches than up*/down* routing, Sancho's algorithm and high physical-channel first, which consider the path balance, distribute paths more uniformly in the DL routing. Table 6 also shows that each DL routing has the highest stability of throughput on irregular topologies since the SD of its throughput is small. As shown in Table 6 , we can see that the deadlock-free algorithms in each sub-network give the small impact in the DL routing. Table 6 shows that each routing algorithm in bit reversal traffic achieves higher throughput than one in uniform traffic. This comes from that, in uniform traffic, packets whose source hosts are different have possibility to collide at a consumption channel on the destination host. Such collisions drastically degrade the performance especially in smaller network sizes. On the other hand, in bit reversal traffic, such collisions on the destination host are not occurred. Figure 6 shows the latency on irregular topologies, in which the improvement ratio of the DL routing with high physical-channel first against up*/down* routing with one is the average shown in Table 6 . Latency is the second important metric of routing algorithm in SANs. As shown in Figure 6 , every DL routing decreases the latency. This is because each DL routing decreases the packet hops and relaxes packet congestion by distributing paths. Consequently, each DL routing improves both throughput and latency in SANs with irregular topologies. Figure 7 shows the relation between the average latency and the accepted traffic of ten algorithms on 8×8 twodimensional torus. As shown in Figure 7 , each DL routing achieves up to 266% improvement on throughput compared with up*/down* routing with the same path selection algorithm, and it also reduces the latency. Table 7 shows the analysis result of the average path hops on two-dimensional torus. Like irregular topologies, each DL routing has the smallest value of path hops, which influences the throughput.
Irregular Topologies
Two-Dimensional Torus (8 ×8)
The evaluation on regular topologies is important, since topologies of most SANs are not completely irregular but have some regularity in practice. At two-dimensional torus, the performance of up*/down* routing is quite poor, while each DL routing achieves high performance as well as at most cases of irregular topologies.
Related Work
As mentioned in Section 2, the common problems with up*/down* routing are that (1) it must accepts a number of non-minimal paths in most cases, and (2) it tends to unbalance network links. To aggregate the problems, different approaches have been investigated as well as the DL routing.
Layered shortest path (LASH) routing proposed by Skeie et al. guarantees minimal paths by dividing the physical network into a set of virtual layers. The virtual layer is a virtual network like the sub-network in the DL routing. The LASH routing is safe from deadlocks by making acyclic virtual layers [19] , however, it needs the number of virtual channels enough to guarantee both minimal paths and deadlock-free. A minimal routing proposed by Sancho et al. [7] for InfiniBand is similar to the LASH routing. It adopts up*/down* routing to make acyclic virtual networks (layers). On the other hand, an adaptive escape-path routing proposed by Silla and Duato doesn't always guarantee minimal paths, however, it guarantees deadlock-free routing while still allowing cycles [18] . Since each packet in channels out of escape path is forwarded along a minimal path, most of packets take minimal paths in the Silla's routing. It is difficult to be implemented as a deterministic routing using a path selection algorithm. This is because it guarantees deadlock-free through dynamically selecting a path between the original channel (escape path) and the new channel(fully adaptive path). The other approach that uses buffers at intermediate hosts is proposed. A true minimal routing proposed by Flich et al. is intended to be a source routing in Myrinet [9] . The true minimal routing breaks all cycles by storing and later re-injecting packets at some intermediate hosts.
Consequently, they have different conditionsadaptive/deterministic routings, the required number of virtual channels, and the use of buffers on intermediate hoststo apply in SANs, that is, their target networks are different.
Conclusion
A novel deadlock-free deterministic routing called descending layers (DL) is proposed for SANs with irregular topologies and implemented on the real PC cluster called RHiNET-2. It divides the network into sub-networks with the same topology consisting of layers of virtual channels, and it establishes a large number of paths across subnetworks in order to reduce the path length and path congestion. Through the evaluation of the RHiNET-2 cluster, its throughput is improved up to 33% compared with that of up*/down* routing. Its execution time of a barrier synchronization is also improved 29% compared with that of up*/down* routing. The performance of the DL routing in larger network sizes and various topologies are evaluated with the flit level simulation, and it achieves up to 266% improvement on throughput compared with up*/down* routing. Simulation results also show that, the choice of a path selection algorithm has a large influence on the DL routing, while deadlock-free algorithms to remain a packet in the sub-network have small impact. We are planning to evaluate the DL routing through various benchmarks on the RHiNET-2 cluster with SCore system software [4] .
